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ABSTRACT 

Today there are a number of algorithms developed in the 

framework of international committees that allow still image 

compression. In this paper, the area of Vector Quantization (VQ) 

neural network with the Self-Organizing Feature Map (SOFM) 

has been compared with the ordinary vector Quantization 

technique Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) in image compression. The 

results were compared with the Back Propagation Neural 

Network BPNN which was employed to design a code book of 

an image to be compressed using VQ method. Results show that 

the neural technique gives a performance that is very close to 

optimal. The BPNN scheme not only has the advantage of the 

SOFM - VQ scheme but also improves the coded image quality. 

Experimental results are given and comparisons are made using 

the BPNN coding scheme and some other coding techniques. In 

the experiments, the BPNN coding scheme achieves the better 

visual quality about edge region and the best peak signal-to-noise 

ratio PSNR performance at nearly the same bit rate.     
Keywords: vector Quantization technique (VQ),  Linde-Buzo-

Gray (LBG), image compression, Back Propagation Neural 

Network BPNN. 
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 تطبيق مقارنة بعض خوارزميات كبس الصور
 منار يونس احمد 

 كلية علوم الحاسبات والرياضيات 
 جامعة الموصل

 2003/ 30/06  تاريخ قبول البحث:     16/12/2002 تاريخ استالم البحث:
 

 الملخص
هناك اليوم عدد من الخوارزميات التي  طويورت  ي  ليايل اللاياو الدوليية التي  

 Vector   هذا البحث، طمت مقارنة ماال التكميم الموجه   طسمح بانضغاط الصورة.

quantization (VQ)  ييييييي  الليييييييباات العصيييييييتية مات ميييييييي ة  ريوييييييية التن ييييييييم 
   Linde -Buzo- Gray (LBG)طقنيية التكمييم الموجيه العياد   (SOFM)اليذاط 

 يي  سييبص الصييور. واورنييت النتييا ا شبضييا مييي اللييباة العصييتية مات ا نتلييار الخل يي  
BPNN- Back Propagation Neural Network  التيي  اسييتخدمت لتصييميم

كتاب الل رة من الصورة المراد ضغوها باستخدام طريقية التكمييم الموجيه. طتيين النتيا ا 
 شو التقنيات العصتية طمنح األداء الذ  باوو اريبا من المثال .

ولكييين شبضيييا طحسييين  SOFM-VQ قييين منيييا ي  BPNN  طمتليييل الليييباة العصيييتية 
  BPNN  وعيية الصييورة الملي رة. شعويييت نتييا ا التايارب واييدمت المقارنييات  يينن

شناي  نوعيية بصيرية   BPNNوبعض طقنيات التل ير األ ير..  ي  التايارب، الملي ر 
 ,عند ن ص السرعة طقريبا.  PSNRا ضل عند منوقة الحا ة وشداء ا ضل لي 

سبص ،  (LBG) جرا - وزو -، لينده  (VQ) التكميم الموجهطقنية الكلمات المفتاحية: 
 . BPNN ر الخل  التنمات ا لباة العصتية الالصورة، 

Introduction 

The transport of images across communication paths is an 

expensive process. Image compression provides an option for 

reducing the number of bits in transmission. This in turn helps 

increase the volume of data transferred in a space of time, along 
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with reducing the cost required. It has become increasingly 

important to most computer networks as the volume of data 

traffic has begun to exceed their capacity for transmission. 

Artificial Neural networks have found increasing applications in 

this field due to their noise suppression and learning capabilities. 

There are different algorithms for image compression, one of 

these algorithms have been developed on the basis of a modular 

structured neural network which consists of multiple neural 

network with different block size (the number of input units) for 

the region segmentation [12]. Multilayer neural networks have 

been developed [1] as another image compression algorithm, in 

which the use of two-layer neural network had been extended to 

Multilayer network. Also Auto associative transform coding 

approach which employs two-layer feed forward neural network 

to compress images has been compared to the new technique of 

four or more layers which in turn needs along time to be trained 

[2]. A self organizing neural network has been used in which 

vector quantization learning rule has employed the possibility of 

applying self-organizing maps to the problem of vector 

quantization is discussed by Kohonen (1990). The self-

organizing neural network architecture is based on a two-

dimensional lattice formed by interconnected processing 

elements. Such a lattice receives its input through a relay layer. It 

is a simple fan-out of the input samples to each of the processing 

elements of the lattice [5]. 

In this work, LBG algorithm and feed forward back 

propagation algorithm have been employed to achieve the code  

book for VQ. Vector quantization based on neural processing 

with SOFM has also been applied to image. Finally a comparison 

between them has been made. 

 

Image compression with Vector quantization     

Vector quantization (VO) has been found to be an efficient 

method for still image coding. The image to be encoded is first 

partitioned into non-overlapping blocks to yield a set of vectors. 
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The input vectors are individually quantized to the closest code 

word in the code book, which is generated by using some 

clustering algorithms such as the Linde-Buzo-Gray (LBG) 

algorithm. The LBG algorithm is an iterative method based on 

the Lloyd clustering algorithm. Given an initial partitioning of 

the set of training vectors, the goal of the algorithm is to classify 

them into clusters and to compute a centroid, that is, the 

representative of the elements of the cluster. The classification 

process is performed on the bases of a metric defined on the set 

of training vector and the nearest-neighbor rule. The centroids are 

it eratively updated whenever a new element is added to the 

cluster that they represent. Each iteration goes through all the 

elements of the training set. The stopping criterion is based on a 

predefined distortion measure. If the average distortion at the 

current iteration is under a predefined threshold, the classification 

process is stopped. For image applications, the Mean Sequare 

Error (MSE) is used as the distortion measure. 

Where 

MSE = (1/n)2 
= =

−
n

1i

n

1j

2)xij^xij(                          (1) 

Where xij and ^xij denote the original and quantized gray 

levels, respectively. Image compression is achieved by using the 

indices of code words for the information of the encoded images. 

Image decompression is done by utilizing the indices as 

addresses to the corresponding code words in the decoder's code 

book. This process can be implemented by table lookup 

techniques [6].  

 

Artificial Neural Network for Image compression  

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have been applied to 

many problems [3], and have demonstrated their superiority over 

traditional methods when dealing with noisy or incomplete data. 

One such application is for image compression. Neural networks 

seem to be well suited to this particular function, as they have the 
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ability to preprocess input patterns to produce simpler patterns 

with fewer components [4]. This compressed information (stored 

in a hidden layer) preserves the full information obtained from 

the external environment. Not only can ANN based techniques 

provide sufficient compression rates of the data in question, but 

security is easily maintained. This occurs because the 

compressed data that is sent along a communication line is 

encoded and not resemble its original form. There have already 

been an exhaustive number of papers published applying ANNs 

to image compression [7]. Many different training algorithms and 

architectures have been used. Some of the more notable in the 

literature are: nested training algorithms used with symmetrical 

multilayer neural network, self organizing maps, for code book 

generation [9], principal component analysis network, back 

propagation network [11], and the adaptive principal component 

extraction algorithm [10]. 

 

BPNN for VQ Code Book design  

In this paper, a BPNN for VQ Code Book design has been 

employed. The technique was based on using the BPNN to train 

the three layered neural network for designing the code book of 

an image to be compressed using VQ method.  

 

Self-Organization Feature Map for VQ (SOFM - VQ)  

SOFM network for VQ classifies input vector into classes 

by using a competitive layer to find subclasses of input vectors, 

and then combining them into the target classes. Unlike 

perceptrons, this network can classify any set of input vectors, 

not just linearly separable sets of input vectors. The only 

requirement is that the competitive layer must have enough 

neurons, and each class must be assigned enough competitive 

neurons [8].  
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Simulations and Results  

In the simulations, a two- layer BPNN was used. For the 

back- propagation learning algorithm the initial synaptic weights 

are produced by a random number generation function at a 

floating interval [0-0.00001].The learning rate parameter  = 

0.03 is chosen to produce the final synaptic weight vectors 

because of the tradeoff between the prediction performance and 

computational speed. The master code book is generated by the 

LBG algorithm from the training set of five different image. The 

test images are monochrome images of size 512x 512 with 256 

gray levels. To evaluate the coder's performance numerically, the 

peak signal-to-noise ratio(PSNR) between the image and the 

encoded image has been calculated, where the PSNR is defined 

as  

PSNR = 10 log10 (255)2 / MSE dB               (2) 

 

Three coding schemes has been compared, the ordinary 

VQ the SOFM-VQ, and the BPNN in the simulation. In the 

ordinary VQ, the size of the input blocks is 4x4 and the code 

book size is 32. In the SOFM-VQ scheme, the master code book 

size is 512, the state code book size is 15, and the dimension of 

the input vectors is 16. The ordinary VQ is a fixed bit-rate coding 

scheme. Hence, a number of thresholds has been tried for each 

image in the simulations in order to compare the PSNR values of 

the images that are encoded by these three coding schemes at 

nearly the same bit rate. Note that the threshold can be adjusted 

to obtain the desired image quality and bit rate. Table 1 shows 

the PSNR values, the bit rates, and the number of vectors with 

full searching of simulation results for the images in the training 

set. In the experiments, the improvements over the ordinary VQ 

is up to 3.62 dB and the improvement over the SOFM-VQ is up 

to 1.59 dB for the image Lena. 
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TABLE 1 

The PSNR Values, Bit Rates, and Number of Vectors with 

Full Searching (Nf) of the Ordinary VQ, SOFM- VQ, and 

BPNN Schemes for the images in the Training Set . 
 Ordinary VQ SOFMVQ BPNN 

Images PSNR Bit rate PSNR Bit rate Nf PSNR Bit rate Nf 

Peppers 28.37 0.3125 30.40 0.3088 1712 31.99 0.3091 1722 

Airplane 28.04 0.3125 29.19 0.3054 1615 30.75 0.3053 1612 

Sailboat 26.59 0.3125 27.02 0.3119 1804 28.70 0.3125 1820 

Boat 27.05 0.3125 28.15 0.3116 1794 29.35 0.3117 1796 

Tiffany 28.86 0.3125 32.14 0.2931 1254 33.38 0.2945 1296 

 

Table 2 shows the PSNR values, the bit rates, and the 

number of vectors with full searching of simulation results for 

the images outside the training set. 

The improvement over the ordinary VQ is up to 2.94 dB 

and the improvement over the SOFM-VQ is up to 1.63 dB for the 

image Lena. Moreover, we also compare the number of full 

search vectors for the reconstructed image Lena of both SOFM-

VQ and BPNN at nearly the same PSNR value. By using the 

SOFM-VQ scheme, all 1743 full search vectors are used to 

encode the image Lena and PSNR value is 29.5 dB. For the same 

quality encoded image, only 612 full search vectors are needed to 

encode the image by using the BPNN. That is, the BPNN can 

achieve a better accuracy of side- match prediction than the 

SOFM-VQ. 

TABLE 2 

The PSNR Values, and Number of Vectors with Full 

Searching (Nf ) of the Ordinary VQ, SOFM-VQ, and BPNN 

Scheme for  Images outside  the Training Set . 
 Ordinary VQ SOFMVQ BPNN 

Images PSNR Bit rate PSNR Bit rate Nf PSNR Bit rate Nf 

Lena 28.22 0.3125 29.53 0.3098 1743 31.16 0.3086 1707 

Family 27.01 0.3125 27.68 0.3121 1809 28.94 0.3122 1813 

Zelda 30.25 0.3125 32.54 0.3064 1643 33.72 0.3057 1594 

 

The images Peppers and Lena in fig. 2a are the original 

512x 512 monochrome images with 8 bit per pixel (bpp). Figures 
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1b- 1d show the encoded results for the image Peppers, which is 

the training set. Figure 1b shows the encoded image by using the 

ordinary VQ scheme at 0.3125 bpp. Figure 1c is the encoded 

result of the SOFM-VQ scheme at 0.3088 bpp. The BPNN yield 

the result shown in fig. 1d, which is encoded at 0.3091 bpp. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

FIG.1. Results of the image Peppers: (a) original image, 

(b) VQ at 0.3125bpp, (c) SOFM-VQ at 0.3088bpp, and (d) 

BPNN scheme at 0.3091 bpp. 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figures 2b-2d show the encoded results for the image 

Lena, which is outside the training set. Figure 2b shows the 

encoded image by using an ordinary VQ scheme at o.3125 bpp. 

Figure 2c is the encoded result of the SOFM-VQ and the bit rate 

is o.3098 bpp. Figure 2d shows the encoded result of the BPNN 

for the image Lena and the average bit rate is 0.3086 bpp. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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FIG.2. Results of the image Lena : (a) original image, (b) 

VQ at 0.3125 bpp, (c) SOFM- VQ at 0.3098 bpp, and (d) BPNN 

scheme at 0.3086 bpp. 

 

To show the differences clearly, the enlarged portion in the 

processed images Lena is given in fig. 3a and fig 3b. It can be 

seen easily that our proposed scheme can obtain the better image 

quality and the better visual quality about a fine region. Table 3 

shows the improvement of PSNR values over the ordinary VQ 

and SOFM-VQ of simulation results at nearly the same bit rate . 

 

 
 

 

FIG.3. Results of the image Lena : (a) magnified portion 

of the reconstruction image fig. 2c and (b) magnified portion of 

the reconstruction image fig. 2d.  

 

TABLE 3 

The PSNR Improvement over the Ordinary VQ and SOFM-

VQ Scheme at Nearly the Same Bit Rate 0.31 bpp 

 Images Over VQ Over SOFM-VQ 

Inside Peppers 3.62 1.59 

 Airplane 2.71 1.56 

 Sailboat 2.11 1.68 

(a) (b) 
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 Boat 2.30 1.20 

 Tiffany 4.52 1.24 

Outside Lenna 2.94 1.63 

 Family 1.93 1.26 

 Zelda 3.47 1.18 

Conclusion  

This paper has introduced a comparison among classical 

and well-known techniques such as VQ with different neural 

paradigms such as BPNN, self-organizing feature maps, which 

can be efficiently used for image compression purposes. 

Nevertheless, the full potential of the neural approaches will only 

be exploited completely when massively parallel 

implementations of such approaches are available. Moreover, in 

comparison to the ordinary VQ and SOFM-VQ schemes, the 

BPNN scheme can obtain better image quality and better visual 

quality about the edge region. A better PSNR performance is 

achieved. From the experimental results, we find that BPNN is 

superior to the VQ and SOFM-VQ. 
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